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 educate

educates
educated
educating

public education
private education
college education
educated guess

uneducated

educator
education
educational
educationally
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- guard
- guard's
- guards'
- guards
- guarded
- guarding
- guarded
- guardian
- guardianship
- unguarded
- bodyguard
- safeguard
- guardrail
- guard dog
- guard wire
- guardian angel
- keep guard
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fool's
fools
fooled
fooling

foolhardy
foolproof
fool around
fool's gold
fool's errand

fool

foolish
foolishly
foolishness
folly
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- master's
- masters
- mastered
- mastering

- remastered

- headmaster
- schoolmaster
- mastermind
- master of ceremonies
- master bedroom
- master copy
- master builder
- master key
- master's degree

- mastery
- masterful
- masterfully
Jobs & people (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

She launched a company that creates photo books for black Brazilian children to help them become **models**. *(Brazilian hair)*

A globe is a **model** of Earth. *(What on earth is geography?)*

We watched as she **modeled** the first command. Sit! She said. She held her hand just above her dog's head. *(Training days)*

**model**

On Thursday morning, during Sharing Time, Angela **modeled** the flower girl dress she wore at her sister's wedding. *(Ruby the copycat)*

A small copy of something that shows what it looks like or how it works (n)

**model**

to show what something looks like or how something is done (v)

a person whose job is to show off fashions or be drawn, painted, or sculpted by an artist (n)
**Jobs & people (2-3)**

Multiple-meaning-word map

- **He was the principal singing coach at the Paris Opera, 1829-45.** *(The illustrated book of great composers)*

- **a person who teaches sports or helps athletes train (n)**

- **to help someone get better at something (v)**

- **Like the body’s brain, a team’s coach is in control of the team and makes sure all the players work together.** *(Human body on the go)*

- **“Just look at that engine, that coach, that flat truck, that caboose, and that track. A fine train set like that must cost a lot of money.”** *(Bit by bit)*

- **Mentor Graham... took a liking to the young man, lent him books, and offered to coach him in the fine points of English grammar.** *(Backwoods boy)*

- **a carriage - either part of a train or pulled by horses (n)**